Technology Rocks at Montgomery Intermediate School!

At the MISD Board Meeting on March 20, 2012, MIS students showed off their "tech skills" that they have been learning and putting to use in their Computer Specials classes. Projects included such things as: the President's Blabberize project, Fun with Wordles, the Sumdog Math Competition, Admongo, a Science vocabulary Animoto assignment, a Glogster Book Review project, and much more!

Students presenting on behalf of MIS were: Cason Cook, Wesley Bergin, Reid Lorenz, Marissa Johnson, Savanah Mullins, Madi Davis, Marina Blacksteen, Jasmine Buford, & Brett Bean. The MIS Computer teacher is Mrs. Kim Johnson, who has done a fabulous job making the 5th grade Technology class not only fun, but applicable to what these 5th grade students need on a daily basis!
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